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AUTOMATIC ACTIVE PHASE SELECTOR FOR SINGLE PHASE LOAD FROM THREE PHASE SUPPLY. 1. GATES
INSTITUTE OF.

Automatic Phase Selector Introduction: Industries require three phases power to run their machinery. Products
by Novatek Electro are extremely reliable and effectively work in all type of climatic conditions from very
low temperature of deep Russian North to hot and humid climate of India, Middle East, South American and
African countries. We introduce auto phase selector unit for those equipment whose supply is single phase. To
I agree to the terms and privacy policy Get in Touch with us. As one phase goes low, turn that phase off and
turn the other phase on. If i miss something you posted or something you think is important, feel free to PM
me. For the switching, perhaps a micro controller or PROM and associated comparators to make the decisions.
Experienced engineers and programmers are using most modern software tools and program sets to create easy
to install, maintenance free, field programmable, SCADA compatible advanced numerical devices. This
allows us to design and manufacture new generation products with outstanding reliability and functionality.
The objective of the APS is to ensure that there is continued commercial power supplied to the site at all times
so as to ensure that the Base Transceiver Station BTS runs on commercial power until all available phases are
either out of electrical tolerance or completely off. Last edited: Aug 20, One test is worth a thousand expert
opinions, but one expert specification is worth a thousand tests. In manual mode the user will select which
phase he wants. It would take in the three phase line voltages and output a single phase line voltage of the
same level as either phase. Automatic Phase Selector Introduction: Industries require three phases power to
run their machinery. The single phase supply is selected automatically from three phases supply. If the phase
A goes down at the 90 degree point and you switch to either phase B or C, you'll be switching from plus
percent to minus 50 percent line voltage, but if say phase B is inverted first transformer the switchover will be
much cleaner from plus percent to plus 50 percent, which is much better overall. This is a micro controller
based unit and is used with three phase electrical supply. Technical Specification It monitors all three phases
and pass one of them. That way if one phase or even two phases went down there would be absolutely no
change on the output phase, and when the other phase s came back on line they would again help to supply the
load power. The single phase supply is selected automatically from three phases supply. This ensures
continuous power supply through all the three phases even if one phase is active. A Microcontroller based
system will continuously monitor the incoming phase and accordingly display the details on an alphanumeric
LCD also it will display the output phase. Some of the products by Novatek Electro have no analogues and
could be considered at the level of scientific discoveries. High reliability and quality is attained with the use of
most modern techniques and technologies on the base of micro-processors and micro-controllers. So the first
thing to do is to analyze the effect of switching phases quickly, assuming it is done very fast. This ensures
continuous power supply through all the three phases even if one phase is active. Technical Specification It
monitors all three phases and pass one of them.


